ALKALINE WATER CURES CANCER
- Raul Morales
It's obvious! If cancer is malfunctioning of your body's system, i.e. unable to repair dead cells, and Alkaline Water
is capable of cleaning the acid wastes accumulated in your body, then your health could be restored or enhanced!
Cancer could be prevented and cured. Replace the 70% tap water of your body with alkaline water and let your
body systems perform their rebuilding, developing, restoring or growing duties well.
No need for excessive exercises or refraining from eating fatty, salty or high sugar foods. No need for disciplining
yourself by not consuming beverages with alcohol or soda.
Just drink alkaline water like a fish!
Alkaline water also terminates Diabetes, High Blood Pressure, Heart Disease, Kidney Stones, Asthma,
Arthritis/Gout, Allergy, Acid Reflux, Prostate Enlargement, Osteoporosis, Insomnia, Skin Disorders, Back Pains,
and others.
It's best recommended for:
Super Cellular Hydration, Powerful Anti-oxidation, Detoxifies & Neutralizes Acidity, Powerful Antiinflammatory, Optimum Delivery of Nutrients, Reducing Weight and many more!
Be real! Pharmaceuticals conspiring with doctors just give you crap medicines for their continuous huge income.
You get sick, you lose. And if you are to undergo operation for lung or brain cancer, you are most likely to spend
Au$50,000. And one operation leads to another. Love yourself!

THE WORLD’S BEST TAP WATER TO ALKALINE WATER CONVERTER
Enagic Leveluk Alkaline Converters are built with Titanium Plates coated with Platinum. The more the plates, the
more efficient it is. This is the major difference in price. Leveluk SD 501 has 7, Leveluk Kangen 8 has 8.
Titanium plates are non-porous and heat resistant. When you cook beef or pork with bones, you need longer
heating of the pan. When you have taken off the food from the pan and do the washing, you’ll notice that some
metal particles are taken off. This is the difference between aluminium or cast iron and titanium. Titanium could
resist extreme heat. This is used to build high speed fighter planes.
The Platinum is more of a jewel. Have you heard about gold record or platinum record? Platinum is used for the
Chemical Reaction with Tap Water producing Acid and Alkaline mixture. These two elements are then separated
with the process of Electrolysis.
Therefore, if some brands offer you a Kangen Water Equipment for just $1,000 or less, be suspicious! Enagic’s
Leveluk Kangen 8 is designed to last 20 – 25 years! Other Leveluk Equipment have different durability though.
Check also the level of Alkalinity. Enagic brand is the best!
Drinkable alkaline water has 8.5 to 9.5 pH. Tap water is 7 pH while acidic substances have pH readings going
down to zero. It is not advisable to drink strong alkaline water with higher than 9.5 pH.

Green is neutral. Light to dark purple is
alkaline. Yellow to red is acidic.
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The ROOT CAUSE of CANCER
- Nobel Prize Winner Dr. Otto H. Warburg
(Reference: https://sites.google.com/site/ganodermareview/the-root-cause-of-cancer)

Dr. Warburg has devoted his life to study the causes of cancer.
"All normal cells have an absolute requirement for oxygen, but cancer cells can live without oxygen - a rule
without exception. "Deprive a cell 35% of its oxygen for 48 hours and it may become cancerous." Dr. Warburg has
made it clear that the root cause of cancer is oxygen deficiency, which creates an acidic state in the human body.
Dr Warburg also discovered that cancer cells are anaerobic (do not breathe oxygen) and cannot survive in the
presence of high levels of oxygen, as found in an alkaline state.
Biochemist Otto Heinrich Warburg, one of the twentieth century's leading cell biologists, discovered that the root
cause of cancer is too much acidity in the body, meaning that the pH, potential hydrogen, in the body is below the
normal level of 7.365, which constitutes an "acidic" state. Warburg investigated the metabolism of tumours and the
respiration of cells and discovered that cancer cells maintain and thrive in a lower pH, as low as 6.0, due to lactic
acid production and elevated CO2. He firmly believed that there was a direct relationship between pH and oxygen.
Higher pH, which is Alkaline, means higher concentration of oxygen molecules, while lower pH, which is acidic,
means lower concentrations of oxygen...the same oxygen that is needed to maintain healthy cells.
In 1931 he was awarded the Nobel Prize in Medicine for this important discovery. Dr Warburg was director of the
Kaiser Wilhelm Institute (now Max Planck Institute) for cell physiology at Berlin. He investigated the metabolism
of tumours and the respiration of cells, particularly cancer cells. Below are some direct quotes by Dr Warburg
during medical lectures where he was the keynote speaker:
"Cancerous tissues are acidic, whereas healthy tissues are alkaline. Water splits into H+ and OH- ions, if there is an
excess of H+, it is acidic; if there is an excess of OH- ions, then it is alkaline.”
In his work The Metabolism of Tumours Warburg demonstrated that all forms of cancer are characterized by two
basic conditions: acidosis and hypoxia (lack of oxygen). Lack of oxygen and acidosis are two sides of the same
coin: where you have one, you have the other.” "All normal cells have an absolute requirement for oxygen, but
cancer cells can live without oxygen - a rule without exception. Deprive a cell 35% of its oxygen for 48 hours and
it may become cancerous."
Dr. Warburg has made it clear that the root cause of cancer is oxygen deficiency, which creates an acidic state in
the human body. Dr. Warburg also discovered that cancer cells are anaerobic (do not breathe oxygen) and cannot
survive in the presence of high levels of oxygen, as found in an alkaline state.

Basal cell skin cancers

ALKALINE WATER vs MINERAL WATER
80% of the food that you buy from the supermarket is acidic. As for the drinks, there's too much sugar, alcohol
or soda. When you were young, everything is fine. But now that you are old, foods you like most are forbidden.
Diabetes is caused by excessive sugar content on your blood. High Blood pressure is caused by excessive salt,
fats or cholesterol. Cancer is the inability of your system to rebuild or restore damaged cells caused by acid wastes
stocked in your body.
Other sicknesses or ailments are due to low oxygen supply caused by oxides or inefficient flow or distribution
of nutrients.
Systems of your body which are not performing well make you sick. Most medicines of today cannot cure, they
just give relief. It means that after you consumed fatty foods or you did not do exercise that much, your sickness
will be back soon!
Mineral water just helps digesting your food intake. When you do some exercise and you drink more than enough
mineral water, it helps a little bit dissolve your excess fats. But what if you are tired or not capable of exercising?
As for me, I was scolded by a doctor for not exercising more than too much after I said, "I actually did punches
on the boxing bag 3 times a week and I lift hundreds of heavy boxes at work. I also got rid of beer and alcohol."
But then I was required to sacrifice some more! He yelled at me saying, "You don't do more exercise, you will
live only 5 more years!" It is already computer age and doctors are still old-fashioned or traditional!
However, with over 40 years of experience, World Renowned Medical Doctor, Hiromi Shinya got the answer!
Alkaline water dissolves the acid wastes stocked in your body, therefore prevents and terminates sicknesses!
People who have Diabetes are vulnerable to Arthritis, High Blood Pressure, Asthma and all others. Diabetes
makes your other sickness worse! It's a trigger! I had been spending $60 a month for maintenance medicines for
more than 5 years. If you take too much of some tablets, your kidney will be affected or your liver or your lungs.
Most medicines have side effects! And it's not good!
You can buy Alkaline Water from the market, but check the Alkaline Concentration or pH. It may not be good
enough.
Here is an option for you. I am a distributor for Enagic Australia Pty. Ltd. This company is selling Medical
Equipment which converts Tap Water into Alkaline Water. Here are the prices;
Model
Leveluk SD 501
Leveluk Kangen 8
Leveluk Super SD 501
Leveluk R

Cash Price
Au$4,565
Au$5,907
Au$6,545
Au$1,628

You can purchase the equipment cash or instalment. I bought my unit, Leveluk SD 501 for a total of Au$4,855 one-off deposit of Au$1,095 plus Au$188 for 20 months. In Australia, you may do financing as if buying a car, but
with lower interest. Anyone from anywhere across the globe may buy. It will be delivered to you.
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Choose what you think is best for you, your family, relatives or friends. So, good luck and God bless you.

